
BUE CARD PROCESS MAP

STEP 1: INITIATION

Client initiates the case with FGI.

Client sends the documents listed on

the checklist to FGI.

STEP 2: LOCAL LABOUR MARKET SEARCH

The host entity should submit a notification of

the vacancy to the Country Labour Office

(Powiatowy Urząd Pracy / Starosta) who will

check if there are any local residents of

Poland or the wider EU can be found to fill the

role in their system and conduct labour

market searches if this is the case. If no

candidates can be found, approval for the

hire of a foreign national will be issued.

Processing Time: 2-3 weeks

STEP 3: ENTRY VISA APPLICATION

Long stay (Type D) visas are not issued in Blue Card

applications for Poland, however, applicants that

require an entry visa for the Schengen area should

apply for Type C tourist/business visas at the Polish

consular post with jurisdiction over their residence.

Processing time: 1-2 weeks
The applicant and family may enter Poland as

visitors but work cannot commence until the

Blue Card approval has been issued.

STEP 4: ENTRY TO POLAND

Within 4 days of arrival in Poland, the

applicant and any accompanying

dependents must register their residential

address with the Polish authorities.

Processing time: 1 day

STEP 5: ADDRESS REGISTRATION

COLOMBIAPOLAND

STEP 6: BLUE CARD APPLICATION

FGI submits the application to the

provincial governor's office (Urzad

Wojewodzki) in Poland with jurisdictional

authority over the area where the

applicant will reside in person. Note that

the applicant should be in-country at the

time of application, but that work is not

legal until the Blue Card has been issued.

Processing time: 2-4 months

STEP 7: BLUE CARD COLLECTION

Once the Blue Card residence permit is ready

for collection, the applicant will be notified.

Once issued, the residence permits should be

carried by the holder at all times. The applicant

can now begin working.


